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Introduction by martin
Welcome to a magazine called "The 15 Mill" (The Mill).
The magazine will be published quarterly (4 times a year).

This is a very late edition and also lacks a
gamette! Apologies to the contributors!
Normal service will be resumed.
The Mill is dedicated to matters relating to 15mm wargaming.
All scales and sizes of figures can be used to great effect in gaming. No size is
intrinsically better or worse. That is the stated policy of the Mill.
Any wargaming product listed as "15mm" has a home here at the Mill.
The Mill's mission is to promote 15mm.
Another aspect of the Mill is that all 15mm focused contributions are welcome.
There is no requirement to be "the best", "professional" or "awesome". The Mill is
for ordinary gamers, who enjoy using 15mm figures et al and are happy to share
their interest with others. In fact, the Mill would rather have articles based upon a
normal table set up with normal figures. Gamers trying to impress others with their
"table size" might find the Mill not to their liking.
If any gamer has an article or pictures, then please send them to
martinraegoddard@gmail.com
There are no article "size" limitations. Each article will be credited by a first name
only. No nicknames.
Also, no photos of faces, unless in the distance.
• The Mill does not publish for profit.
• The Mill does not accept advertising.
• The Mill can be downloaded free of charge from the PP website. Just search
for "Peter Pig".
• The Mill advises readers to be very cautious of any trader that does not
provide a proper geographical address (PO box is not acceptable) and
telephone number. If these are not provided, then proceed with caution as
they are avoiding contact for a reason.
• The Mill may well have a variety of editors due to the work involved.
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•
•
•
•
•

The Mill will change format issue by issue, due to evolution.
The Mill has no pretensions about challenging other magazines.
If you can help with articles and ideas, please do so.
Articles can be in non-English language too.
There are no regular articles with strange names. Thus, a review will be
called "a review"

Hope you enjoy this magazine.
martin Goddard
May 2021

1. Stretcher on the Western
front - Brent

Brent has used tis well know image as a basis for the nice little diorama.
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2. Converting Toyota Pickups
By Ashley aka Paint it Pink
Like a lot of us I have unfinished projects. Some of said unfinished models are my
AK47 figures. I bought a shed ton a few years ago with the mind to do a MiddleEast conflict but got distracted before completing the models.
Anyway, I was mulling over another project… when the brilliant idea of using my
AK47 figures and vehicles as an OPFOR for my near future Mechs & Technicals
game. Sorry, Martin.
And for that I would need some more vehicles. I started working with what I had,
and when I'd finished, I sent a few pictures off. Then Martin asked me for more
pictures and a few words describing how I did them.
Toyota Dual Wheel Conversion
I've been fascinated by pictures of Technicals and how insurgents convert them for
their use. I have a keen eye for variations and have always wanted to make some
idiosyncratic Technicals for the tabletop. Picture 1 (Toyota truck conversion WIP
1) shows the first of two Peter Pig pickups that had been sitting in my waiting to be
painted pile.
I'm a wargamer, what more can I say?
I had previously enlarged the wheel arches of this pickup using standard Milliput
epoxy putty. The double wheels at the rear is just a using a spare set of wheels by
gluing the two of them together. Thus, converting my model into a heavy truck. But
while that was all I was going to do originally, this is now.
Now I had different ideas. Inspiration even! Which means I wanted to add even
more variety to my conversions.
So, Picture 2 (Toyota truck conversion WIP 2) shows that I replaced the machine
gun with a recoilless rifle. I've changed out the barrel using micro-bore tubing to
make it more robust. To the flatbed I added some Kneadatite aka Greenstuff,
scoring it to represent a wooden floor.
This also hide the bases of recoilless rifle and figure too. Picture 3 (Toyota truck
conversion WIP 3) shows I've slapped some paint on, but not yet finished. I'm a
wargamer, it is what it is.
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Toyota Four Door Conversion
The first thing that is obvious is that Toyotas market many different models. I may
joke about Toyota having a military sales division, but these are commercial
vehicles, so remember that Toyota change the body styles of their models every
year or so.
Toyota are also aggressive in marketing different options to their customers, again
including options like a dual wheel rear axle. I've wanted to do a more extensive
conversion and make a four door pickup for some while.
From what I've found browsing the internet, the four door pickups also come with a
crew cab and what I will call a quad cab. Crew cabs have four full size passenger
doors with more space for the passengers sat in the back, while the so called quad
cabs have small doors that allow access to the rear seat. These seem to be the basic
variants:
Standard wheelbase quad cab, and full length cargo bed.
Standard wheelbase crew cab with a short cargo bed.
A long wheelbase crew cab with full length cargo bed.
Picture 4 (Toyota crewcab conversion WIP 1) shows where I started. I replaced the
wheels from the Humvee that Martin offers. Admittedly, I've only seen Western
armies use this configuration, but I liked the chunky look. Picture 5 (Toyota crew
cab conversion WIP 2a) shows that I had no plans at this point to do a crew cab,
rather just a lift kit. But disaster struck when painting it because I had not secured
the axles properly.
This put me back at square one.
Of course, that was when I realized I could also modify the model to a standard
wheelbase crew cab with a short cargo bed. In part because that made the task more
interesting.
This time I cut two nails down to size to make new axles as per Picture 6 (Toyota
crew cab conversion WIP 2b), which shows how I bent a couple of paper stapler
staples to retain the axle. Picture 7 (Toyota crew cab conversion WIP 3c) shows
both axles now secured.
Then I took a piece of brass wire and bent it up to make Bull bars, ran a file over
them to flatten the sides a bit for the front before drilling a couple of holes in the
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front to mount them. I made another pair up to show the shape in Picture 8 (Toyota
crewcab conversion WIP 4).
Now to the meaty part of the conversion.
Over the years I've come to the realization that no one epoxy putty is best. Milliput
dries nice and hard, and it is easy to file into shape, but harder to shape when soft.
Kneadatite is really easy to shape when soft, but is super sticky, and is a pain to file
into shape compared to Milliput.
So I tend to use both, and on occasion mix them together to get the best of both
worlds to make the epoxy easier to shape and allow me to file afterwards when it as
hardened. I use a mix with a ratio of about 60/40 Kneadatite to Milliput.
But I've also mixed them the other way round if a flat surface that needs filing is
more important.
Anyway, I mixed up my epoxy putty, and wedged a big lump into the back of
truck, just roughly shaping it at first. You'll still need to wet your fingers, and I also
use a silicone sculpting tool, which is less likely to stick. Another trick is to have a
small amount of Fairy liquid to dab the tools into, though do wipe off the excess
soap.
My experience of sculpting is that if you keep pushing and prodding without a short
rest, the filler goes all wobbly-woo. So, every so often I put the model aside to rest
for a few minutes between major shaping. I find, after a short rest, working the
epoxy putty becomes easier.
But I'm no expert, and I'm sure Martin has better advice.
Picture 9 (Toyota crew cab conversion WIP 5) shows the side elevation of the
model where I put a mix to fill in the back of the Toyota. You can see the window,
which was done by gently pushing a tool into the epoxy to form the shape. Picture
10 (Toyota crew cab conversion WIP 6) shows the front elevation and reveals that
the cab side is concaved.
You can see the problem slightly easier in Picture 11 (Toyota crew cab conversion
WIP 7), which shows the model from the top. And Picture 12 (Toyota crew cab
conversion WIP 8) shows the rear, and the window I pressed into the putty.
As you can see, it all looks a bit rough and ready in such close-ups, but a little
gentle application of wet and dry will smooth things over. I hope you all find this
article interesting and perhaps inspire some of you to do some conversions of your
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own? Now I've finished this article, I must go back and add some more putty. And
paint the model to finish the project.
End
Duplicate pictures reference numbers:
Picture 1 (Toyota truck conversion WIP 1)
Picture 2 (Toyota truck conversion WIP 2)
Picture 3 (Toyota truck conversion WIP 3)
Picture 4 (Toyota crewcab conversion WIP 1)
Picture 5 (Toyota crewcab conversion WIP 2a)
Picture 6 (Toyota crewcab conversion WIP 2b)
Picture 7 (Toyota crewcab conversion WIP 3c)
Picture 8 (Toyota crewcab conversion WIP 4)
Picture 9 (Toyota crewcab conversion WIP 5)
Picture 10 (Toyota crewcab conversion WIP 6)
Picture 11 (Toyota crewcab conversion WIP 7)
Picture 12 (Toyota crewcab conversion WIP 8)
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3. The Sudan Wars in 15mm –
Brian
Just before the start of the pandemic I’d build up forces for Patrols in the Sudan
and thoroughly enjoyed the PITS day at Entoyment. While I often play solo games,
PITS didn’t seem a game which would readily work in a solo format so I left it
there and got on with other projects.
Later in 2020 I was invited to join in a campaign about the attempt to save Gordon
in Khartoum. I was very happy to do so as this is a setting which has long been of
interest. The hard working umpire played out the battles according to the player
instructions as to initial dispositions and orders along. If you’re involved in the
battle, then at intervals you get some photos showing the action and are offered the
possibility of giving new orders. It can be a very nail-biting afternoon!
Anyway, inspired by PITS and the campaign I decided to expand my existing
forces so that I could fight larger actions so off went an order to PP. Then another
one. Oh, and a third which was just odds and ends, honest. Though I must look
through the catalogue to see what I can come up with for Indian troops though a lot
of head swapping may be necessary. And I could probably do with some more
baggage camels… I’ve kept the same basing so that I can also make quite a
variety of forces for PITS. The solo games are played from the British point of
view with the actions of the Mahdists determined by an adaption of the ‘Mr
Babbage’ system which is including in Osprey’s ‘The Men Who Would Be Kings’.
This permits new forces to appear on the battlefield, sometimes very close at hand
as happened historically. Mahdist units on the table will tend to move towards
enemy units, stopping and shooting when in range if rifle armed or continuing in an
attempt to make contact if sword/spear armed. It bears some similarity to the ‘Pony
Wars’ rules and works well. The accompanying photos should give an idea of the
battles I’ve been playing. Some more scenery is being made, particularly to try and
represent the scrub and mimosa which seems to have covered much of the area.
I’ve also done some sketches for a gunboat, based on those on the Nile during the
campaign though I’m going to make mine a little wider as they tend to be long and
of quite a narrow beam. It’s the sort of thing I enjoy scratch building though I’m
tempted by the PP item.
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4. My (quite productive) Year
of Lockdown by Martin S
Martin G. asked for some content for the Mill, so here goes...
My ‘lockdown’ experience may mirror that of many others, but we all do things
differently, so here’s how it went for me (so far). I worked in aviation, so that
slowed a bit (ie a lot) and then I retired, which wasn’t a big change from the
previous slow work months! I stayed safe and had more time for gaming, yes, but
not face to face, and I missed the tournaments and shows, so painting and solo
gaming took centre stage, including finishing off those half-done-and-thenabandoned projects at last.

Gaming
I started with a few solo games, including a couple of stabs at Marathon using
Portable Wargame Ancients (by Bob Cordery) and then fast forward to the C19th
for the next few. Using the ‘One Hour Wargames’ scenarios and the simple, grid
based Portable Wargame rules, I ran some battles nominally set in SchleswigHolstein, but using my ACW figures to replace Prussians and Danes. For the latter I
asked friends to send me orders, which worked well. However, one of these ‘solo
assistants’ wanted a bit more of the action, so I organised a dark age Britain
campaign, in which four players ran the countries and solo gamed internecine and
anti-invasion battles (they solo’d between six and ten games each). That took a fair
bit of my time, but was fun to run, kept them gaming for six months and kept us in
touch. Other solo gaming has included both Anglo-Zulu War and ECW battles,
each with two rules sets to compare, and a try-out of six different periods with the
simple-but-effective One Hour Wargames rules (Neil Thomas), which proved
eminently suitable to soloing for my sometimes challenged grey matter.
During all this I was fortunate to be invited to try a couple of ‘Zoom’ games, and
played an ancients battle (Alexander vs Poros), and joined the Sheffield Club in a
pair of 1866 games, Gitchin and Nachod, all gridded games which were very well
run and enjoyable.
There was a bit of a hiatus in mid-summer, when we were temporarily ‘released’
from lockdown. I spent a fair while at a caravan in Kent where I played some ECW
and ACW in teeny, extremely portable 2mm scale. While there, we managed to get
out to Dover and Deal Castles, plus the Historic Dockyard at Chatham, all well
worth a visit.
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More recently I’m working through a quick 18th Century campaign, which is now
nearing its conclusion, with one deciding battle to fight.

Painting and Scenics
It has to be said, I’m certainly no Kevin Dallimore or Ian Weekley, but, like most
wargamers I know, enjoy getting stuff made or painted. As ever, I had a heap of
projects on the ‘to do’ list, and once the mojo was rediscovered these got tackled
over time (which was a commodity my work had left me with little of in the past).
Extra terrain items were made or painted, including hills, mdf buildings, a scratch
built ancient/dark age fort from coffee stirrers, earthwork defences, gabions, stands
of trees and a new river for the board.
The painting sessions saw me finish quite a few batches of 15mm figures, including
some ECW cavalry, ACW Zouaves, a full Early Saxon DBA army and some of
their Sub Roman British opponents. A detachment of Peter Pig US Cavalry, for use
with the Hordes of the Empire rules, were one of the first off, the production line.
The ‘main effort’, however, was to create two small 15mm mid-18th Century
‘Imagi-Nations’ armies, kitted out appropriately in blue and red themed uniforms
for some ‘red vs blue’ scenario driven Horse and Musket action. Blue (named
Himmelstett) was finished in July, while Red (the army of Kirschenbourg) resisted
all efforts to complete until November. Both armies are now slugging it out in a
mini-campaign, and regiments are already developing characteristics of their own,
some supremely brave, and some a bit wobbly.
To conclude, it’s been a weird but strangely productive year for me. On the
negative side, celebrations for retirement, ‘big’ birthday and 25th Anniversary were
put on hold and, wargaming as we knew it, too. Plans to attend more shows,
tournaments and club events went down the pan. However, I consider myself very
lucky to have stayed safe and well, and to be part of a hobby with such a great
bunch of fellow gamers online to consult with, so many avenues to explore and to
now be blessed with the time to do it.
Martin
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5. Mexican revolution 19101920 by Pierre
Pierre has painted some of the Peter Pig Mexican Revolution range. These photos
can be admired but also used as colour references.

Dodge tourer staff car
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Pancho Villa’s “Division of the North” Cavalry
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Hotchkiss MGs
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Government troops hold a country hacienda
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Mexican infantry push forwards
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6. Input for the Mexican
Revolution by Les and Sean
Here are a couple of thoughts for players wanting to consider the Mexican
revolution for wargaming.

1. A good summary video

https://youtu.be/zPJYwiRg_YA
2. How to start painting a Mexican Revolutionary unit
Basing done first.
Then paint applied.

.
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7. Favourite 15mm Army:
Spanish Civil War forces
By Pierre
The interest in SCW figures grew up in the early 90’ within our group of gamers; as
we were playtesting a new WW2 set of rules, someone spoke about the Spanish
civil war, and about the interest of adapting WW2 rules to this rarely played and
rather unknown period.
By this time, I only had in mind clichés about that conflict, even having few if no
idea at all about the way the combatants were dressed and equipped, so it raised my
curiosity and I began reading, researching information, and looking for suitable
15mm figures matching our existing Spanish scenery.
I was then astonished when I discovered the fabulous early SCW Peter Pig figures,
and I began collecting and painting compulsively the whole range.
During the following years, I played several dozens of scenarios with those figures,
and even managed to publish a set of rules for the SCW in 1998 in the French
wargame magazine Vae Victis, which was fully illustrated with pictures featuring
my Peter Pig SCW collection.
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Those figures were also pictured in the “Section d’Assaut” WW2 rules booklet,
published in 2002:
Sadly, I had to move following my divorce, with little or no place in my new home
where to stow my wargame stuff, so I lent the SCW figures boxes to a bloke who I
thought was a “friend”; and of course, I never saw my figures back again.
When I discovered a few years later that Martin had almost entirely re-tooled the
SCW range, I was astonished once again by the excellence of this new material,
and so I decided to rebuild entirely a SCW collection in order to regain the past
glory!
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Fortunately, I have now enough place to stow them.
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8. WW2 for games

by Ryan

A beautiful assemblage of WW2 pieces. Each base includes conversions, such as the
ammo etc.
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9. Brooding on Bases

by Simon

Like most of us no doubt, I have changed my approach to basing wargames figures a
number of times over the years. I cannot claim to have reached the heights of the art that
many talented folk can achieve , but I am generally pretty happy with my current
approach. I offer here a few thoughts and preferences.

Personal prejudices
While I make absolutely no pretence at perfection myself, I do know what I like, and
what I don’t! Some of my pet peeves include:
• sloppy painting / base covering that spill over the edge.
• not properly filling up to the height of the individual figure’s cast-on base, so that
its outline is readily visible.
• tank tracks, and wheels of guns and vehicles, sunk too far into the basing mix
(what happens if you glue a vehicle directly to a base and then fill too liberally
around it)
• oversize grass / plants / rocks placed next to the figures: many of the scenic tufts
on the market are aimed at 28mm models, and can be too much for my 15mm
little men.

Why base?
With that off my chest, I’ll turn to why we bother basing our figures in the first place.
Most fundamentally, bases (or “stands”) help prevent figures from falling over, keep
them together in groups, make it easy to move around the tabletop and – for those rules
that require them – maintain a certain frontage.
They also (especially if magnetised) help protect figures in their storage boxes. They can
facilitate their grouping (e.g. using a coloured edge, or other on-base marker): several
RFCM rule sets require that bases and casualties belonging to the same unit be easily
identified.
Figures can be picked up by their bases to reduce contact with the paintwork, while
stands also maintain a common height with scenic items (e.g. trees and hedges, which
are normally themselves based). This is one reason that I base my vehicles, which would
otherwise be towered over by accompanying infantry on their stands.
Troop / commander / unit names can be written on or under bases – to help organise the
force and/or to add to the game narrative: it’s much more engaging to talk about “C
Company, led by Captain Mainwaring” than, say, “the unit on the left”.
Most importantly for the game aesthetic, bases offer the chance to “show off” the figures
themselves – particularly as, in the smaller scales and when viewed from a player’s
elevation above the table, the base typically takes up more area than the figures
themselves.
The 15 Mill Edition 9
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The base of the base
My first figures were based on beer mats (I learned quickly that it was best to seal both
sides first to prevent warping). Picture mounting board then gave me bigger pieces of
card to play with. Having dallied with foamboard, I now use plastic card and MDF
bases, which can be bought (e.g. from Peter Pig, or Pendraken and Warbases,
respectively), ready cut to size. I stick self-adhesive steel paper to the underside of my
bases, which helps keep them from running around inside their storage boxes (to which I
stick magnetic sheet).
For individually-based figures, I use washers (M8 from Screwfix) or (for cavalry) UK
2p coins. The latter are also ideal for 2-figure infantry bases for both the Western and
Vietnam RFCM rules (and of course the more recent UK “copper” coins are also
magnetic).

3 sizes of Peter Pig plastic bases; Pendraken MDF bases; coins and
washers. The underside of the painted base has steel paper applied.
Battlefront, Kerr & King and no doubt others make some nicely detailed bases designed
to hold figures. While these can look fabulous, the inevitably limited variety may get a
little repetitive, while the figures themselves can get a little lost in amongst the scenery.
It’s probably far more realistic for soldiers to keep to cover, but I want my bases to
enhance my figures, not to hide them!
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Covering the base
It is now (if not with my earliest figures) customary to flock or otherwise cover the tops
of gaming stands, normally trying to hide the cast-on figure bases as well as helping the
gaming stands blend in nicely with the table on which they are being manoeuvred.
I have used Polyfilla, tiling grout and various mixes of sand and grit (glued on with
PVA) on my bases. I have most recently been using the Vallejo acrylic “ground texture”
basing gel (which I understand is finely-ground pumice, in a gloopy mix that can be both
thinned and cleaned with water), that has proved to last much longer than the Coat
d’Arms equivalents (which always dried up on me after a few uses).
Incidentally, a top tip, if using a water-based filler or glue, is to make sure that your
figures are glued to the bases with something that’s not water-based (such as superglue)
to avoid them wandering off during the process!

Painting
My first figures had a green base and were stuck onto a green piece of card. They looked
neat enough and, for shiny toy soldiers, that did the job.
When I joined a wargames club, others did the same, or sometimes stuck bits of broken
cork onto the bases. It felt like the height of sophistication when I not only filled (with
sand and PVA) up to the top of the figures’ cast bases but then gave the green paint a
dry-brush of yellow as well.

Simple paint job on foam board
[Mike’s Models ECW figures]
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Painted and dry-brushed sand on beer
mat [Essex Miniatures Hunnic figures]
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I found the aforementioned Coat d’Arms textured paints rather dark and over the years
have been painting my bases ever lighter. It’s surprising just how light you can get away
with, and how much better a light base shows off the figures mounted on it. Below is a
selection of different approaches I have used – some more successful than others.

Coat d’Arms basing gel, painted
[Peter Pig WW2 German figures]

Sand and PVA, single colour paint
[Peter Pig Western figure]

PVA and sand, painted with Iraqi
Sand, with Ivory dry-brush &
Army Painter strong Tone dip
[Peter Pig WW1 British figures]

PVA, sand and “talus”, painted with
Iraqi Sand, with Ivory dry-brush
[Peter Pig AK47 figures with
Skytrex crates]
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I now use Vallejo 770819 Iraqi Sand, dry-brushed 70918 Ivory, for arid settings, and
Howard Hues 1144 Geo-Hex Tan, dry-brushed with Iraqi Sand, for more temperate
zones.

PVA and sand; Howard
Hues Geo-Hex Brown 1143
dry-brushed Vallejo Iraqi
Sand and then Ivory.
Games Workshop static
grass applied with a “flock
box”. A stick-on flower tuft
denotes this as a command
base.
[Peter Pig Viet Cong on a
2p piece]

How I prefer my vehicles to be mounted – on top
of the terrain, not up to the axles in it!
[Peter Pig Panhard on a plastic card base]

Flocking
It is now customary to add grass “flock” to bases. This can take the form of fine crumbs
of sponge or sawdust in a range of colours, or short hairs of “static grass” (which I now
use exclusively). Flock fibre lengths do vary, with most aimed at the 28mm market and
thus a little long for 15mm. The 4D Model Shop [modelshop.co.uk] sells very
reasonably priced bags of flock in shorter lengths and a good range of colours, so these
are my current favourite [with thanks to Les for the tip!].
Flock can be stuck down with PVA glue (thinned with a little water is best), but this can
dry a little glossy. Following advice from RFCM Forum members, I have found that
matt acrylic varnish works a treat. Whatever approach you follow, figures must be
finished, varnished and completely dry first – unless you want to run the risk of stray
green hairs attaching themselves to your little men!
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Grass flock can be sprinkled on by hand, or with the help of an electrostatic applicator. I
had great fun making my own applicator using a cheap electric fly swat but got better
effects once I’d invested in a commercial “flock box”. Such a device helps “grass” to be
applied densely and it stands up very nicely, but the whole process tends to be quite
messy and one that I now mainly use for pieces of terrain. Hand sprinkling is less messy,
but adhesion can be sparse, and the blades of “grass” end up lying every which way.
No doubt others have arrived at a similar conclusion themselves, but I came up with the
idea of using old paint dropper bottles to “blow” flock onto figure bases. I make sure old
Vallejo bottles are clean, put a single colour of flock in each, and then squeeze the
bottles over patches of matt varnish, applied just beforehand. This process allows fairly
clean and accurate application as well as – it seems to me – a small electrostatic charge
which helps the glued hairs stand on end. I do this all over a clean sheet of paper, which
allows overspill to be collected and carefully poured back into the bottle. It can be
surprising how far a little flock goes in this way. I find it best not to fill the bottles too
much, and to give them a good shake both at the start and once in a while during use to
stop the fibres from bunching together.

4D Model Shop flock and old Vallejo paint
bottles repurposed as static grass applicators
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Stick-on tufts can be bought: these are generally quite expensive for what they are and
serve better in 15mm as bushes than the 28mm-sized grass or flowers they are generally
intended to represent.
Warpainter.net does a nice range at sensible prices, while a flock box enables you to
make your own tufts quite cheaply.

Grass doesn’t have to be green –
scorched static grass, applied with
a flock box

Various commercially-made tufts [all
from warpainter.net]

[Peter Pig Western figures on a 2p
piece]
For European theatres, I use three different shades of green – each applied in several
patches which give a softer overall look than a single colour. The following photo
illustrates my current approach to basing 20th century figures.
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Vallejo Ground Texture painted with Howard Hues Geo-Hex Tan, dry-brushed
Vallejo Iraqi Sand.
3 different shades of green flock from the 4D Model Shop, applied by “blower
bottle”.
[Peter Pig WW2 German Combat Engineers on Peter Pig plastic bases]
These bases can appear a little flat, and other players make some lovely bases with
rocks, plants and various other scenic props. However, I currently prefer a simple and
largely generic look, particularly if the troops may find themselves in a variety of
terrain. Simpler bases look less out of place in a built-up area than those with lots of
obviously rural detail, while the more generic they are, the more easily they can match a
variety of terrain cloths (the current norm for playing surfaces).
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10. Cactusssses

by Stewart

A review of the PEGASUS Hobbies Cacti.
Cost about £10
Hard plastic components which are very accurate and finely moulded.

This box made 32 bases (30x40 mm) of scenery, with the addition of bushes from
Entoyment Hobby shop (Poole).
Bases are covered in a mixture of sand and grit as used for bird cages
Then used army painter soft tone to give a good colour.
Finished with a mat varnish.
The initial use will be as partial scenery for the Mexican Revolution.

Box art
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Close up of some of the bases

The whole collection made from the one box.
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11. Mexican railways by Stewart

Baseboards from photo frame backing MDF.
Lined into 5 sections.
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A box of railways tracks from Flames of war. These come ready to use but I
wanted a more scrubby look.

The tracks stuck onto MDF boards.
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The finished items.
This makes 5foot of track for 15mm games.
The scatter pieces help the track blend into a Mexican landscape.
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12. Bits for Mexican Revolution
Here are some items being used for Mexican revolution games.
Firstly, here are the six buildings that made up the SNAP DRAGON range.
They have been out of production for about 20 years though.
The cloth is by Geek Villain and it is a new mat. It has been cut to the proper (yes I
know) table top size of 5x3 feet. The cloth has been pictured outside to show how well
it conforms to undulations ,here caused by a lawn that needs cutting. The mat has a great
non symmetrical pattern.
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Overhead shot of the entire range.
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Whole Geek villain mat (5x3 feet)

Close up of mat pattern
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High view of the Snapdragon range

Lower view of these lovely buildings mastered by Kerry
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Whole cloth using grass undulations to demonstrate easy contouring.
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